
“such a pleasure, Kim. that was truly an incomparable
experience. can't wait to put some of these new tactics to work
and get moving wooohooo!” 
@brookeandersonrealestate

From Kansas to Canada, Kim has always worked to be a good neighbor and leader. In every endeavor
through Servant Leadership, Kim has repeatedly excelled in several industries. A 22 year award
winning Real Estate Career , TV Producer, Red Carpet, Event Host , Author and now speaker are just a
few of Kim's accomplishments. Now bringing a lifetime of experiences and work together in the form of
Resilient Series, Kim is on a quest to bring the message of Resiliency and Leadership in unprecedented
times. Self proclaimed Queen of Resilience, Kim Hayden addresses the pain points of Confidence,
Credibility and Relevance that many women are challenged with, by sharing Kim's stories and
strategies that built a 6 and 7 figure career while overcoming the "imposter'' feel due to a childhood of
disadvantage and trauma.
As the producer and host of Kim’s Kitchen, Homes and Lifestyles Canada, KimTalks Podcast and the
Resilient Series, Kim has had the pleasure of interviewing some of the most dynamic and involved
people including political leaders, heads of industry, Hollywood celebrities and the everyday mom. 
Kim is an versatile Speaker filled with the confidence and creativity to help make your
event fun and fluid… and she even has her own ruby slippers. 

Kim Hayden
Founder / Producer Resilient New Media

Speaker / Author / Producer

'The key to success as a realtor, in my opinion, is to building lasting
relationships that lead to referral business! Kim definitely taught me
how to do this and gave me inspiration for my own business."
Kyla sartorius
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"I had the incredible opportunity to both attend and volunteer at the Resilient Women in Business Series' inaugural conference in Calgary. Kim and I had connected

virtually via Linkedin and a virtual coffee where she was gracious enough to invite our team to be vendors. We communicated by email for a few weeks to plan the

logistics and it was not until the day before the event that we finally met in person (the amazing power of technology and social media! ) 

 As a vendor for our non profit 'Young Women in Business', we had the opportunity to showcase our organization, along with several other incredible community leaders

and entrepreneurs in Calgary who had vendor booths as well. 

 International speakers flew in to share their experiences, knowledge and wisdom with attendees at the event, and the positive energy in the room was contagious!

 After having been in pandemic lockdowns for several months it was refreshing to be surrounded by resilient women in business who persevered, and continue to pave

the way in the world of entrepreneurship. 

 I highly recommend this conference to any individual regardless of gender as you will be sure to make new connections, and be inspired. 

 Thank you Kim, and team for the wonderful hospitality!!"         SHENNEILE HENRY, President Young Women in Business, Calgary

Keynote Topics 
Trailer Park to Red Carpet
Understanding the power of story
how story can create better business
Understand the 7 original story plots
Being Resilient by understanding your past does 
not define you.
Confidence, Credibility and Relevancy all through 
story

Building your Authority Recognition
Mission statement
Community initiative
Sphere of influence
B2B dialogue
Volunteering and your business
Speaking 
Authority through Authorship
OPP (other people podcast)

Kansas to Canada - a story of Resilience
Kim's story of poverty to prosperity
overcoming the trauma of abuse
seeing opportunities
success in 27 year marriage
3 children all with their own unique challenges
Poverty is a state of mind 

Check out the latest book in the Resilient Women Book Series

Follow ME Contact Me 
www.ResilientNewMedia.com

112 Pump Hill Rd SW , Calgary , Alberta, Canada
(403) 891-4732

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kim-hayden-74a203181/
https://www.facebook.com/KimHayden01
https://www.instagram.com/resilientseries/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCowz4fs2_3aPu8D5d1NAmQw
https://kimtalks.club/
https://www.amazon.com/Kim-Hayden/e/B08ZJZ652M%3Fref=dbs_a_mng_rwt_scns_share

